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Kerala Map of Kerala is located at the end of the southwest coast of the Indian subcontinent. Kerala is bordered by Tamil Nadu to the south and east and Karnataka to the north and east. The western side of the state is completely covered by the Arabian Sea. Kerala Political map of kerala districts Map Download Kerala Map of Kerala district of Kerala is
divided into 14 districts. Tiruvanantapuram is the capital of Kerala. Namely, they Alapuzha Ernakulam Idukki Kannur Kasaragod Collam Kottayam Kozhikode Malapuram Palakkad Pathanamthitta Thrissur Thiruvanandhapuram Wayanad Kerala Tourist map Click here to download Kerala Tourist Map of Kerala is a famous tourist destination in the world.
Kerala Scheme Map Download Kerala Outline Map Home of the India Travel Maps of Kerala Travel Map Map of Kerala with public capital, district chapter quarters, taluk head blocks, borders, national highways, rail lines and other roads. It has all the directions of travel, areas, cities, towns, road routes places in Kerala. Please wait. Download.... Share this
page: The latest news from Kerala in Malayalam and English. Local news with Live News Coverage, Election News, Sports News, National and International News, Movie Reviews, Entertainment News, Lifestyle, Tech News, News Hour, Daily News Summary and Coverage. Best Malayalam News App of Kerala's most trusted newspaper, Malayala
Manorama (മലയാള മേനാരമ). Click on the map below to see a larger image. Kerala maps are classified as Kerala information maps, Kerala travel maps and other Kerala travel maps. The map set of Kerala below provides political, geographical and demographic information about the state. Maps giving other information about Kerala and links to maps of India.
Kerala is a state in India. It is a country of great natural beauty and is one of the most popular tourist destinations in India. National Geographic Traveler Magazine once placed Kerala on the list of ten places in paradise in the world and 50 places for life. If you are planning to travel to Kerala or if you are just looking for information about the condition, this
section of the Kerala map will help you. Kerala maps to learn about the political and geographical features of the state, learn touristdestinations in the state, travel and road connections and more. Kerala is a small country in southwestern India. Here is a collection of different maps of Kerala, which gives a better and more detailed view of this beautiful
condition. Location Map of Kerala : This map shows the location of Kerala on India Map.Political Map of Kerala : All 14 districts of Kerala along with their Headquarters.Geographical Map of Kerala : Map gives details of three Kerala units, mountain ranges and other physical features. Forest map of Kerala : Area Square forest cover in Kerala, various types of
forest cover in Kerala, etc. Roadmap kerala : Map showing the National Highways (NH) and the state highway in Kerala. Also find the other main roads of KeralaDistance Map of Kerala : This map of Kerala shows the distance between the major cities of Kerala.Railway Map of Kerala : Find a rail route in Kerala, The main railway stations of Kerala, the wide
track and meter of track rail routes in Kerala, etc. Population map keralagives population density of Kerala, the most populated areas of KeralaTourism Map of Kerala shows the main tourist centers and Hill stations in Kerala.River Map of Kerala showing all 44 rivers of Kerala. The map also shows Kerala Creek and various reservoirs in Kerala.National Parks
and Wildlife Reserves in Kerala : Location of national parks, wildlife sanctuaries and bird sanctuaries in Kerala.Kerala Beaches, Map showing Kerala Beaches : Kerala map showing the most important beaches of Kerala in the area of wise order. Kerala Hill Stations : Popular kerala hill stations listed on the kerala map. To find the location of all popular Kerala
hill stations, like Munnar, Ponmudi, Rajamala, etc. Air distance to India from different countries : Determine the distance to India from different countries and different cities in the world. Cochin International Airport, Kerala : Details of Cochin International Airport, IATA CoK Code. Map of the location of The Cochin airport, coordinates, current times, etc. MAPS
ARE NOT MADE TO SCALE AND FOR INFORMATION ONLY Print Email Save Kerala Map showing major roads, railways, rivers, national highways, etc. Denial of responsibility CloseDisclaimer: Every effort has been made to make this image accurate. However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors are not responsible for the correctness or
authenticity of the same thing. Kerala Location MapKerala District MapKerala City MapKerala Tehsil Mapara Road MapKerala Physical MapKerala Rail MapKerala Travel MapKerala MapKerala Map Map Geographically located in the southwestern part of the Malabar coast of India. Kerala was granted statehood status on November 1, 1956. Many Malaylam
regions have banded together to make this beautiful state, which extends over an area of 38,863 sq km (15,005 sq m) square kilometers. It is located at the very end of the southwestern peninsula of India, located between the western Ghats in the east and the Arabian Sea in the west. It borders Karnataka to the north and northeast, Tamil Nadu to the east
and south, and the Lakshadwip Sea to the west. According to the 2011 census, 33,387,677 residents live peacefully in Kerala. The diverse demographics, different traditions and culture have made it one of the most attractive tourist destinations in India. Kerala tops among Indian states in development potential, mass literacy, economic parity, women's
empowerment, harmony between religions, the progressive and liberal mentality of people least in corruption, etc., so Kerala got the name of God's Own Own The state has 14 districts divided into 77 talums, 152 community development blocks, 941 Gram panchayats, six corporations and 87 municipalities. The renaming of several cities took place in the
1990s: Tiruvanantapuram (formerly known as Trivandrum). Tiruvanantapuram is the capital of the state, while the names of many other cities have also changed: Kochi, Kolikode, Kollam, Palakkad, Alavpuja and Trissur. Kerala has become one of the most popular tourist destinations in India. Natural beauty in the form of beaches, mountain ranges, wildlife,
backwaters and lush green areas offers a magnificent view for visitors. There are many places to visit here. Cities and places in Kerala matter of their own. Tiruvanantapuram is the capital of the state, where traditions and modernity coexist. Beautiful beaches, monuments and museums, intricate carved temples, art galleries and greenery make the city more
attractive to tourists. Since the state is teeming with nature, it has something to offer everyone. Kochi, formerly known as Kochin, is popularly known as the queen of the Arabian Sea and is also called the Gateway to Kerala Beaches, museums and islands cynosure all tourists' eyes. The boat ride and Kathakali's live performances are impressive and attract
the attention of visitors. The small town as well as the Munnar mountain station are located in the southwestern state of Kerala. Tea plantations, waterfalls, places of rest make it a famous resort town. National parks and wildlife are also attractive, and don't miss it. Activities such as rock climbing, cycling, and boating give visitors another reason to love this
place. Kerala's backwaters are other important tourist destinations in the state, made up of interconnected rivers, lakes and canals that merge into the Arabian Sea. Houseboat or Kettuvallam rides and boat races during festivals are enticing to tourists. A special mention is necessary to describe the architecture of Kerala. Kerala Vastu Shastra is another name
for breathtaking beauty. Traditional Theravada (homes of feudal families), shopping malls, temples and many other buildings that can be seen throughout the state give great pleasure to people's eyes. Kerala can offer its visitors much more. Magical festivals, magnificent art forms, exotic cuisines, Ayurvedic health vacations give a unique experience for
tourists in the state. Alappuja Beach Cherai Beach Kowali Koamome Beach Muzhappilangad Beach Thirumullavaram Beach Payyambalam Beach Cannur Beach at any time of year. There are no extreme climatic seasons. The monsoon is good for Ayurvedic treatment; Summer is the perfect time for those who want to visit mountain stations and backwater
trips. March-May is hot and humid in the daytime. Kerala is available through a variety of modes of transport. It is easily accessible by road, railways and air. The west coast of the state is mostly affordable through national and the east coast is accessible via state highways. Rail networks spread throughout Kerala, connecting almost all major cities and cities.
The state has three main international airports. This makes Kerala well connected to all the major cities and states in India. CapitalTiuvanantapuram Education Date01/11/56 GovernorArif Mohammad Khan Chief MinisterPinarayi Vijayan RecognitionFirst state, to be billed as The Full Digital State Tourist Attractions Kovalam, Wayanad, Kannur, Thekkady,
Kasargodu, Moonnar, Kumarakom, Alappuzha FestivalsNehru Trophy (August), Thrissur Pooram (May), Onam Festival Diploma Tourism Week (August-September), Pulicali (May) Main Dance and Music Forms Frescoes in temples using clean flowers such as white, red, black, green and ochre; Metal Bell Idols, Fixtures etc. LanguagesMalayalam
Size38,863 sq km (15,005 sq m) Population (Census 2011)33,387,677 RiversPeriyar, Bharathapuja Forests and Wildlife ReservesPeriyar NP, Wayanad NP, Silent Valley NP State Animal Elefant State birdGreat Indian flower hornbill StateKanikonna or Indian laburnum or amaltas State TreeCoconut Basic CultureCoconut, rubber, coffee factoidsEdakkal
caves in Arnbukutti Moon have petroglyphs or rock carvings Considered the oldest of all kinds of martial arts, Kalaripayattu gets its name from lalar or school paytu or practice. Lol Districts14 Blogs about Kerala Hollywood Movies Shot in India : What Became More Prominent Than the Story in the Movie? Loki - exotic and refined. The need to have a foreign
location has become so key that sometimes the creators shoot the entire film abroad, sometimes just for the sake of it. Also, there are so many Hollywood production houses that have decided to shoot in India because it is exotic for them. However, the difference is that their stories are often apt ... Extreme Points of India : Finally, people who see the world in
black and white, love limbs, and are just naturally inclined to go to paramount heights, have something for them here. You naturally like this blog talking about limbs. India has a fair share of its extreme points, ranging from the coldest spot to the lowest point on the surface. So let's just absorb this important information about our country already. Shall we?
High point: K2 Being in ... Warriors COVID As this migrant worker in Kerala is a hero of difficult times : Desh Raj, a guest worker (as they are treated in Kerala) from the Karauli district of Rajasthan, is a hero in Kerala as the state fights the COVID-19. Desh Raj is a guest worker or commonly known as a migrant worker in Kerala. He came to earn a living in
the state more than 17 years ago as a daily breadwinner, and he is one of the migrant workers in Kerala. This is... Kerala's Interior Ministry raps govt on relaxation policy during time 2.0 : After successfully curbing the growth of coronavirus cases, Kerala is in the news again, this time to provide some relaxation during lockdown 2.0. The move, however, drew
sharp criticism from the central government, which is working to enforce the lockout protocols. That's how the story goes. FIRST case of COVID-19 in Kerala The first case of COVID-19 in the country was identified on January 30 in Kerala, and since then the speed ... Kerala's Success Story: Reducing the number of CASES involving COVID-19; Increasing
recovery rate : The first new case of coronavirus in India was detected in Kerala when a student returned from Wuhan (the epicenter of coronavirus infection in China) tested positive on January 30. A couple of days later, two more positive cases were reported. The medical team kept them in isolation and provided the best medical facilities. All three patients
were fully recovered from the infection and were discharged from hospital. But soon the situation took ... Thrissur Pooram - Kerala Cultural Festival View of Kerala Maps in Malayalam View Curla Maps in Hindi MIA. AB.20.01.17 All candidates for civil services exams are there! Learn more about Indian geography on our resource-based Maps of India platform.
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